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Effects of Water and other Dielectrics on Crack Growth

S. M. Wiederhorn, S. W. Freiman, E. R. Fuller, Jr.
and C. J. Simmons

National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D.C. 20234

ABSTRACT

The effect of water and a variety of organic liquids on the crack

growth rate in soda lime silica glass was investigated. When water is

present in organic liquids, it is usually the principal agent that

promotes subcritical crack growth in glass. In region I, subcritical

crack growth is controlled primarily by the chemical potential of the

water in the liquid; whereas in region II, crack growth is controlled

by the concentration of water and the viscosity of the solution formed

by the water and the organic liquid. In region III, where water does

not affect crack growth, the slope of the crack growth ciirves can be

correlated with the dielectric constant of the liquid. It is suggested

that these latter results can be explained by electrostatic interactions

between the environment and charges that foimi during the rupture of Si-0

bonds

.





Effects of Water and other Dielectric Fluids on Crack Growth

S. M. Wiederhorn, S. W. Freiman, E. R. Fuller, Jr.

and C. J. Simmons

National Bureau of Standards
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1. Introduction:

Subcritical crack growth in glasses is believed to result primarily

from a stress-enhanced chemical reaction between a chemical environment,

usually water, and the Sl-0 bonds of the glass. The reaction occurs

preferentially at crack tips where stresses are high. Prior investiga-

tions of subcritical crack growth in glass have indicated a rather complex

dependence of crack velocity on the applied stress Intensity factor and

on the amount of water in the environment. If crack velocity is plotted

as either an exponential, or power function of applied stress intensity

factor, a trimodal curve is obtained. Figure 1; each of the three regions

of the curve results from a different mechanism of crack growth.^

Region I crack growth behavior is characterized by a dependence of

crack velocity on stress intensity factor, K^, and on the partial

pressure of water in the environment.^ If either of these two quantities

are increased, the crack velocity is observed to increase. Crack growth

studies conducted in either nitrogen gas^ or in alcohols^ suggest that
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the crack velocity is reaction rate limited in region I, and therefore,

is controlled by the chemical potential of water in the environment at

any level of applied stress intensity. Hence, identical crack growth

behavior should be obtained in environments in which the chemical

potential of water is the same.

Region II crack growth behavior is also characterized by a

dependence of crack velocity on the amount of water in the environment.

In contrast to region I behavior, however, the crack velocity in region

II does not depend strongly on the applied stress intensity factor.

Theoretical interpretations of region II crack growth behavior lead to

the conclusion that the crack velocity is controlled by the rate of

transport of water from the environment to the crack tip.^’^’^ Although

it is recognized that crack growth in region II is limited by factors that

affect transport processes, experimental data to quantify this relation

have not yet been obtained.

Region III crack growth behavior is characterized by a strong

dependence of crack growth rate on stress intensity factor, and by a

complete absence of any dependence of crack growth rate on water in the

environment. Of the three regions of crack growth, region III behavior

is the least understood. Region III crack growth has been observed in

vacuum for a variety of commercial silicate glasses, but not for glasses

that have a high concentration (>90 percent) of silica.^ Because of

these observations it has been suggested that region III crack growth is

controlled by fracture mechanisms that do not depend on environment.
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Studies of region III crack growth in normal alcohols, however, conflict

with this view.^’^ In normal alcohols, it has heen shown hy Freiman^

that the slope of the crack growth curves is not as steep as that

obtained in vacuum, or in dry nitrogen. Furthermore Freiman^ and

Richter‘S have demonstrated that the positions of the crack growth curves

depend on the chain length of the alcohol. Hence, in some cases an

environmental dependence of region III crack growth is apparent.

This paper provides additional experimental data to clarify our

understanding of subcritical crack growth in glass. Crack growth data

obtained in alcohols confirm the proposed role of chemical potential in

controlling the crack growth rate in region I. In region II, however,

water concentration, rather than chemical potential, will be shown to

control the rate of crack growth. A model for diffusion controlled crack

growth is developed to show that fluid viscosity is also a parameter of

importance. Finally, data is presented to confirm the fact that crack

growth behavior in region III is affected by the chemical composition of

the test media. Crack growth in region III is influenced by an electro-

static interaction between the environment and charges that develop at

the crack tip during the fracture process.

2. Experimental Procedure

Crack propagation studies were conducted on soda lime silica

glass in normal alcohols, heptane, formamide, trichloroethylene and

acetonitrile. The alcohols were selected as test media because the
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solubility of water in alcohols decreases with increasing alcohol chain

length, so that it is possible to produce solutions of water and alcohol

that have equal chemical potentials even though they contain different

concentrations of water. These solutions were used to elucidate the

effect of water concentration on region II crack growth behavior. Where

possible, the partial pressure of water in the solutions was determined

by direct analysis with an immersible hygrometer. The amount of water

in solution, (i.e. the concentration) was determined by the Kar1-Fisher

technique. This procedure permitted us to make independent comparisons

of effects of chemical composition and chemical potential on crack growth

in region II. A set of ethyl and butyl alcohol solutions, used primarily

for the study of region I crack growth, was made by adding predetermined

amounts of water to the "pure" alcohols. The chemical potential of

these solutions were then determined by reference to phase equilibrium

7*8
diagrams for these solutions. The viscosities of solutions used

for region II crack growth studies were determined by direct analysis

using a Cannon-Fenske viscosimeter (Table 1)

.

Crack growth studies in region I, II and III were conducted on soda-

lime-silica glass microscope slides using both the double cantilever beam

technique and the double torsion technique. 9’ 10 Region I studies were

conducted using double cantilever beam specimens, 7 x 25 x 2 mm, with a

0.5 mm deep groove along the midplane on both sides of the specimen to

control the direction of crack growth. Double torsion specimens,

(ungrooved) 75 x 25 x 1 mm, were used for crack growth measurements in

regions I, II and III. In regions I and II the load relaxation method
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was used to collect crack growth data, whereas in region III, both load

relaxation and constant displacement techniques were used.

Studies in region II were made in saturated alcohols prepared by

mixing excess water with the alcohols and agitating the liquids several

times a week for six months. A chemical analysis of the water in

solution and a measirrement of the partial pressure of the water in the

alcohol are presented in Table 1. With the exception of the octyl

alcohol, all of the alcohols were found to be saturated with water. We

were somewhat surprised by the observation that the octyl alcohol used

in our study was not fully saturated, and have no explanation for this

result. However, crack growth studies (region II ) to be discussed

below are consistent with this observation.

The double torsion technique was also used to investigate crack

growth behavior in region III. To determine if the position of the

crack velocity curve in alcohol differed significantly from that in dry

nitrogen, crack propagation data were obtained by the relaxation method

on the same specimen, first in dry nitrogen, then in alcohol. Three

crack velocity curves were first obtained in nitrogen gas. Without

disturbing the specimen, either methyl, amyl, or decyl alcohol were

added to the test chamber and three more crack velocity curves were

obtained. This procedure enabled us to reduce systematic variations

and thus obtain crack propagation curves that accurately reflect the

positions of the crack growth curves in alcohol, relative to those in

dry nitrogen gas.
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In a second study of region III crack growth, the constant displace-

ment rate technique was used to obtain crack growth data in dry nitrogen

gas, methyl alcohol, decyl alcohol, acetonitrile and heptane. At least

10 experimental runs were made at each displacement rate in order to

reduce systematic error that resulted in variations in measured K^. The

mean value and standard deviation of were obtained for each displace-

ment rate measurement, and at least three displacement rates were used

to determine the position and slope of each crack velocity curve.

Displacement rates used in these studies were selected so that the

velocities were in region ill. The velocities had to be low enough,

however, to assure that cavitation of the fluid at the crack tip did not

occur. Some experimental results in region III were also obtained on

vitreous silica (C7940) in octyl alcohol using the applied moment,

double cantilever beam technique. Since silica glass normally does

not exhibit subcritical crack growth in region III, the demonstration

of subcritical crack growth in octyl alcohol is a clear indication of

an interaction between glass and alcohol.

3. Results

The crack propagation data for soda-lime-silica glass in ethyl and

butyl alcohols are shown in Figures 2,3. The shapes and positions of

these curves are similar to those obtained earlier on this glass tested

in nitrogen gas^ and in other alcohols^ In regions I and II, crack

velocity is observed to decrease as the amount of water in the alcohols

is decreased. In region III, the data for the butyl alcohol appears to
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approach a common curve, as it does for nitrogen gas^. Hence the

mechanisms for fractiare of soda lime silica glass in ethyl and butyl

alcohols are probably Identical to those observed in nitrogen gas and in

long chain alcohols studied earlier by Freiman^ and Richter^

.

The crack growth data from region I of the present paper (Figures

2 and 3) can be compared with earlier data collected in nitrogen gas^

by plotting the logarithm of the crack velocity as a function of the

logarithm of the relative humidity of the water in the alcohol. To do

this, crack velocities were taken from Figures 2 and 3 for an applied

stress intensity factor of 0.563 MPa-m , which is the same value of

*
used in the earlier study. The relative humidities were determined from

the concentrations of water in the alcohols, using experimental phase

diagrams^* Q . The resultant plot. Figure 4, indicates a relationship

between crack velocity and relative humidity that is roughly linear

over the range of relative humidities studied. Furthermore, the alcohol

data are found to lie relatively close to the earlier data collected in

nitrogen gas. Since the scatter of crack growth curves obtained by the

double cantilever beam technique can be as much as a factor of v2 along

the velocity axis, the difference between the three sets of data can be

attributed to experimental scatter. A comparison of the

*
This procedure necessitated a linear extrapolation of the region I v-K^

data for the butyl alcohol (Figure 3) slightly beyond the range of the

data in region I.
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ethyl and butyl alcohol data with crack growth data collected by

Freiman^ on long chain alcohols was also made; agreement between the

two sets of data was similar to that shown in Figure 4. These results

confirm earlier conclusion that crack growth in region I is controlled

by the relative humidity (i.e. partial pressure) of the environment in

contact with the crack tip.^’^ As will be discussed in section 4.1, such

behavior is consistent with reaction rate theory, in which the effect of

environment on the crack growth rate depends on the chemical potential

or activity of the water in the alcohol.

In contrast to the results presented above, crack growth in region

II does not appear to be controlled directly by the relative humidity

of the water in the alcohol. This conclusion is supported by plotting

the region II crack growth data presented in Figures 2 and 3 as a

function of relative humidity of water in the alcohol. Data plotted in

this manner are compared in Figure 5 with similar data obtained by

Freiman from studies of crack growth in octyl alcohol^. To assure

ourselves that the two sets of data were consistent, new crack growth

data were collected in nominally saturated octyl alcohol. The crack

velocity in region II for the octyl alcohol was found to be in line with

the earlier data by Freiman. A comparison of the data collected in ethyl

alcohol and butyl alcohol with the data collected in octyl alcohol shows

that the ethyl and butyl alcohol data lie far from the curve obtained

for the octyl alcohol. Since the separation of the data is much greater

than can be explained by experimental scatter, we conclude that factors

other than the relative humidity of water control crack growth in

region II.
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The conclusion stated above is supported by the double torsion

studies (relaxation method) conducted in saturated alcohols, Figure 6.

With the exception of the octyl alcohol, which was not fully saturated,

the crack velocity in region II is observed to decrease as the chain

length of the alcohol is increased. This decrease in velocity correlates

directly with the concentration of water in these alcohols, and inversely

with the viscosity of the alcohols. Since the alcohols used to obtain

Figure 6 were fully saturated (with the exception of the octyl alcohol)

,

they had the same relative humidity of water as the water with which

they were in contact. The change of crack velocity of approximately 1.5

orders of magnitude in region II, therefore, cannot be explained by a

variation in the relative humidity of the water in the alcohol solutions.

A model will be presented in Section 4.3 of this paper, which explains

region II crack growth behavior in terms of water concentrations and

viscosity of the water-alcohol solution.

The data obtained in region III by the double torsion technique

(relaxation method) is presented in Figure 7, for methyl, amyl and decyl

alcohol. In agreement with other studies^ *^, our data shows a small,

but systematic shift of the crack propagation curve to higher values of

Kj as the length of the alcohol chain is increased. Furthermore,

regardless of alcohol chain length, the curves obtained in alcohol had

slopes that were less than those obtained in dry nitrogen gas.

The most surprising aspect of the data shown in Figure 7 has to do

with the position of the crack growth curve obtained in decyl alcohol.
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Three separate runs using this alcohol resulted in data that were

similar to that shown in Figure 7. In all cases, the crack growth curve

in decyl alcohol crossed the curve obtained in nitrogen gas, suggesting

that at higher crack growth rates, decyl alcohol was retarding the crack

growth. This finding, and the observation of a systematic shift and a

lower slope of the crack growth data in the alcohols suggests that the

alcohols are involved in some intimate way with the fracture process in

region III. To further check the possibility of an intimate interaction

between organic fluids and the silica network of the glass, experimental

data were collected on silica glass in octyl alcohol. The results of

this study are shown in Figure 8. If silica were tested in nitrogen

gas, it would not have been possible to obtain crack growth data in

region III since fracture occurs abruptly in vitreous silica once the

crack has passed from region II. ^ The fact that region III crack growth

was obtained in octyl alcohol supports our contention of a direct effect

of the alcohol on the fracture process of glass.

To substantiate the data shown in Figure 7, data were obtained

using the double torsion technique, constant displacement rate method.

The data obtained in this way (Figure 9) support the data shown in

Figure 7; the slope of the curve obtained in dry nitrogen, or in decyl

alcohol is greater than that obtained in methyl alcohol. Furthermore,

the data for decyl alcohol and nitrogen gas fall in a significantly

higher range of than the data for methyl alcohol. It is interesting

to note that the data for decyl alcohol also falls in a higher range of

Kj than that for nitrogen gas, a finding that is consistent with the
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data in Figure 7. However, because of the experimental scatter in both

the nitrogen gas and decyl alcohol curves this difference in location

cannot be construed as being significant from this figure alone.

Finally, data obtained in acetonitrile also had a slope that was

significantly lower than that obtained in nitrogen gas, whereas the

slope of the curve obtained in heptane was similar to that of nitrogen

gas.

4.0 Discussion of Results

4.1 Reaction Rate Theory

The results presented in this paper can be understood in terms of

chemical reaction rate theory, which has been used recently by

Wiederhorn, Fuller and Thomson^ ^ to derive a model for crack growth in

ceramics and glasses. To ease our discussion of the present set of

data, a brief review of the model is presented in this section, giving

the underlying theory and the equations that are pertinent to the

results. In Section 4.4, the model is extended to account for electro-

static interactions that are believed to occur between the environment

and charges that form during rupture of Si-0 bonds at the crack tip.

Consider a chemical reaction of the general type:

aA + 7?B+...^X^^ZL + wM+... (1)
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If the reverse reaction is negligible, the rate of reaction is given by:

Rate = [A]^ [B]^ . . , (2)

where [A], [B], . . . are the concentrations of the reactants. The

order of the reaction with regard to each component is given by the

exponents in equation 2 (i.e. the order with regard to A is a), and the

overall order of the reaction is given by the s-um a + 2? + . . . . The

reaction rate constant, k^, can be determined by transition rate theory

and is given by the following relation: 1^*15

k
r

K (kT/h) exp (-Ag'^/RT) (f/ f/ . . ./f"^)
O R D

(3)

where k is the transmission coefficient and is usually assumed equal

to 1; AG^ is the Gibbs free energy of activation; and f , f , . . . ,
o A a

f are the activity coefficients for the reactants and for the activated

state. The Gibbs free energy of activation is the standard Gibbs free

energy change associated with the activation process, and can be

related to the standard chemical potentials of the reactants and the

activated complex.

(M

By combining equations 2 and 3, and by using the definition of

chemical activity (a = [A] f . )

,

the rate of chemical reaction can be
-M. ^
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expressed in terms of the chemical activity of the reactants:

^ "I ^
Rate = (K/f ) (kT/h) a^ . . . exp (-AG^/RT) (5)

where a., a„, . . . are the chemical activities of reactants A, B, etc.
A B

Equation 5 can also be expressed in terms of the chemical potential.

Pa* , of the reactants:

Rate = (K/f ) (kX/h) exp (ay + />y + . . . - y^/RT (6)Ad O

where the chemical potentials of the reactants, y., y„, etc., are given
A B

by the following type of relation: y. = d. + RT In a . The free energy
riO ri.

change in the exponent of equation 6 includes effects of chemical

composition on reaction rate. By contrast, compositional effects on

reaction rate are included in the activities of equation 5.

For purposes of this paper, the crack growth rate is assumed to be

proportional to the rate of chemical reaction of the crack tip, and the

reaction is assumed to be first order with respect to the water in

k
solution. For these conditions, equations 5 or 6 can be written as:

The assumption of a first order reaction may not be valid for very low
activities of water. In an earlier study^, it was noted that the slight
curvature of the data for nitrogen shown in Figure 4 suggested a change
in the order of the chemical reaction from first order at high relative
humidities to one-half order at low relative humidities. This observa-
tion was later substantiated for long chain alcohols by Freiman.^ At
the high humidities used in the present paper, the data for ethyl and
butyl alcohols can be represented by a first order reaction of the
water in solution with the glass.
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( 7 )V = V a exp (y + y - )/RTos so g o

where a is the activity of the water in solution, and where y , y

and y^ refer respectively to the water in solution, the reactive

species in the glass (presumably Si-0 bonds) and the activated complex.

The standard state for the water is taken as pure water in the liquid

state at 1 atmosphere pressure and a temperature of 25° C, a convention

that follows the practice used in references 7 and 8. The frequency

factor, kT/h, the transmission coefficient, k, the activity coefficient,

f^, and geometric factors relating the number of bonds broken to the

crack velocity are all incorporated into v^ of equation 7. It is worth

noting that the dependence of crack velocity on the amount of water in

the environment is all contained in the activity a^, whereas the

dependence of crack velocity on stress is all contained within the

exponent of equation 7.

Although the free energy of activation in equation 7 contains three

terms (AG^ = y^ - y - y ), these terms are not all equivalent with
o g so

regard to water enhanced crack growth. The chemical potentials of both

the glass, y^, and the activated state, y^, depend on the state of

stress at the crack tip, and hence, are the prime determinants of the

slope of the v-K^ curves shown in Figures 1-3. As the stress applied

to the crack tip is increased, y^ - y must decrease to account for
o g

an increase in the rate of crack growth. The slope of the v-K^. curve

depends on the sensitivity of y^ - y to the applied stress, the greater
o g

the sensitivity, the steeper the slope of the v-K^ plot. By contrast

14



the chemical potential of the water does not depend on the state of stress

at the crack tip, and hence, has no effect on the slope of the v-K^ curve.

It is for this reason that all of the curves in region I of Figures 1-3

have approximately the same slope.

±
A quantitative treatment of the dependence of applied stress on AG^

has been developed by modelling the crack tip as an elliptical slit in a

continuum. The chemical reaction is assumed to occur at the tip of

the slit and the individual bonds at the crack tip are assumed to be

acted upon by stresses calculated from the Inglis relation. The

following expression is obtained for the free energy of activation. ^

AG^ = - TAS^+ AE ^-[2 K^/(7ip)'^] AV^.- yV)/p (8)

where AS^, AE^and AV^ are, respectively, the activation entropy, the

activation energy and the activation volume. The parameter p is the

radius of curvature of the crack tip, and is assumed to be of the order

•k

of the lattice, or network spacing in the solid: 0.5 nm for glass.

The term containing on the right hand side of the equation

is the stress to which the reacting species at the crack tip are

subjected. This portion of the activation free energy determines

the stress dependence of crack growth rate. More specifically,

if crack growth data are fitted to the following empirical relation:

A curved crack tip is assumed primarily to estimate the stress level
at the crack tip. The nature and structure of real crack tips in
glass are, at present, not fully understood.
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V = exp (-E* + bK^)/RT, then the slope of the v-K^ data, b, can be

used to determine the activation volume for crack growth. Equating b to

the coefficient of in equation 8, the following relation is obtained

for Av"^:

= (b/2) (irp)^ (9)

This expression will be used later in the paper to relate the

crack growth data (i.e. the slope b) to a variable calculated from an

electrostatic model of environmental interactions at crack tips.

The last term on the right hand side of equation 8 is included to

account for the fact that surface curvature can modify the chemical

potential of the reacting species. The parameters y and V are the

surface tension and molar volume of the reacting species (the strained

Si-0 bonds of glass for example) before reaction, while y ^ and V^are

these same quantities for the activated complex on surface during

reaction. The inclusion of this surface energy term follows the approach

first taken by Charles and Hillig^® in their dissolution model of static

fatigue.

4.2 Region I Crack Growth

The crack growth data collected in the present paper can best be

compared with equation 7 of the theory presented in Section 4.1. Since

V and the chemical potentials y , y and y^ are constants for a given
o so g o °

temperature and state of stress, the equation implies that at a constant

applied stress intensity factor, the crack velocity will depend only on

16



the activity, a^, of water in the alcohol solution. If the standard

state of the chemical potential of the water in the alcohol is taken as

p\ire water, then the chemical activity of the fully saturated alcohols

used in the present studies is '^^l, at satioration, (i.e. the chemical

potentials of the water are almost the same for all of the alcohols).

F\irthemore, if water vapor at room temperature is assumed to behave as

a perfect gas, then the activity of the water is given by the ratio of

the partial pressure, p^, of water over the solution to that, 5 over

pure water: a = p /p . Since p /p is defined as the relative
s s so s so

humidity, the crack velocity is predicted to be proportional to the

relative humidity of the water, as is observed experimentally (Figure U).

Hence we conclude that the chemical activity, or what is equivalent, the

chemical potential of water in solution is the prime driving force for

crack growth in region I.

The above observation has rather broad implications with regard to

the effect of water on the lifetime of structural ceramics. As long as

the chemical potential of water is the same in two solutions, the response

of cracks in structural ceramics to stress will be Identical with regard

to region I crack growth. Since the lifetime of ceramics is controlled

mainly by region I (i.e. slow) crack growth, the chemical potential of

water in solution is the prime environmental determinant of structural

reliability. Although several investigations of the effect of relative

humidity on component lifetime are consistent with this prediction, ^

^

this subject has not been studied systematically and certainly warrants

further investigation.
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4.3 Region II Crack Growth

The mechanism described in Section 4.1 will control crack growth as

long as the number of water molecules reaching the crack tip maintains

the activity of water at the crack tip constant. When the velocity is

fast enough, the water will be used up at a rate faster than can be

supplied by diffusion from the environment. When this happens, the rate

of transport will control the rate of crack motion.

Using a one dimensional model of diffusive transport of water to a

crack tip it has been shown that the rate of crack growth in region II

can given by:^

V = 0.0275 D X /n5 (10)
o

where D is the diffusivity of water in the alcohol, 6 is the

diffusive boundary layer thickness in front of the crack tip, is the

molar concentration of the water in the solution and n is the order of

*
the chemical reaction. For relative humidities >0.1, the parameter n

has been shown to be 1 for water reactions in nitrogen gas and will be

assumed to be equal to 1 for the alcohols.

The constant 0.0275 is appropriate when all variables in equation 10

are expressed in SI units.
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The diffusivity , D, of water in alcohols has been measured in only a

21
few of the shorter chain length alcohols. Hence in order to compare

the data with equation U, it is necessary to use a theoretical expression

for the diffusion coefficient. For this purpose we use the Stokes-

p pEinstein relation:

D = (kT)/ (6irrn) ( 11 )

where p is the fluid viscosity, r is the radius of the diffusing

molecule and k is the Boltzman constant. Substituting equation 11 into

equation 10, the following equation is obtained for the crack velocity

in region II:

V = (0.0275 kT/(6iir6 ) ) (X /n)
o

( 12 )

If the form of equation 12 is correct, then the crack velocity in

region II should be proportional to X^/p (i.e. the ratio of the molar

concentration of water in the alcohol to the viscosity of the alcohol).

The data plotted in this manner (Figure 10 ) scatters about a line of

slope 1, as would be expected from the theory. Much of the scatter in

Figure 10 can be attributed to the uncertainty in selection of the

characteristic velocity of region II. As can be seen from examination

of Figure 6, the error in estimating the crack velocity in region II can

be as much as a factor of 2. Fiirthermore , the fact that crack velocity

in region II exhibits a small but significant dependence on applied

stress intensity factor contributes to the uncertainty in selecting

19



characteristic velocities. Considering these sources of scatter in

the experimental data, the correlation between the variables shown in

Figure 10 lends credence to our model of diffusion controlled crack

growth.

The data shown in Figure 10 can be used to obtain an estimate of the

diffusive boundary layer, 6, at the crack tip. The intercept on Figure

10 is approximately 2.5 x 10 m/s; substituting this value of crack

velocity into equation 12 and assuming T = 300 K and r (the molecular

radius of H2O) = 0.3 nm a value of 6 = 0.8 ym is obtained. This value

is approximately one-third that obtained in earlier studies of crack

growth in nitrogen gas. Since the collision distances in liquids

(^^>.5 nm) are less than the collision distances in gases (^^^50 nm at

standard temperature and pressure), the boundary layer, 6 , in a liquid

is expected to be less than that in a gas. The thickness of the boundary

is likely to vary from one type of liquid to another, depending on the

nature of the interactions that occur between the liquid and the water

that is dissolved in it.

4.4 Region III Crack Growth

The data presented in this paper and in the papers by Freiman^ and

Richter^ suggest that alcohols and other organic liquids affect crack

growth in Region III. The influence of these environments is indicated

by small shifts in the position of the crack propagation curves and by

small decreases in the slopes of these curves when compared to the
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position and the slope of the curve obtained in nitrogen gas. Tvo

possible mechanisms were considered to explain our experimental

observations. The first involves viscous drag of the liquid on the

freshly formed fracture surfaces, which would retard crack growth,

causing small shifts in the crack velocity curves. If viscous drag

were an important mechanism, then the crack growth curve would be

expected to shift to higher values of as the viscosity of the liquid

increased. This type of shift in the position of the crack growth

curve is in fact observed for the alcohols. The possibility of a

viscous drag contribution to the crack, growth behavior was, however,

rejected for two reasons: (l) the shape of the crack growth curves

obtained experimentally differs from that predicted from fluid dynamic

equations; (2) viscous drag cannot explain the experimental crack growth

behavior at low velocities, since all of the crack growth curves would

be expected to join up with the nitrogen curve as the viscous drag

effects vanished. To support these conclusions, detailed discussion of

viscous drag is given in Appendix A.

The second mechanism considered to explain our experimental findings

involves electrostrictive interactions between the glass and the fluid at

the crack tip. If one accepts the chemical interaction model of

subcritical crack growth in ceramic materials, then the slope of the

crack propagation curves in regions I or III is determined by the

activation volume, AV , of the chemical reaction that occurs at the

crack tip.^^ When fracture is caused by the reaction of water with

t-
glass, AV represents the difference in molar volume between the
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reactants and the chemical complex in the activated state. If fracture

occurs in the absence of water, AV^ then represents the change in volume

that occurs as the strained Si-0 bonds move into an activated state.

Referred to as a fission reaction in the chemical literature, this is

the type of reaction of primary interest in fracture processes.

When a fission reaction occurs in a liquid environment, it has

been shown that the activation volume normally consists of two parts:

one part relates to the stretching of the bond that is being broken;

the second part relates to volume changes in the fluid surrounding the

reacting molecule.^ The second part is usually attributable to

electric charge fonnation or destruction during the chemical reaction,

which results in a localized electrostriction, and hence a change in

volume in the fluid surrounding the reacting species. This change in

volume must be included as part of the activation volume because the

volume change is concomitant with the fission reaction. For normal

chemical reactions, charge formation or destruction results in rather

large contributions to the activation volume. In fact, the electrostatic

portion of the activation volume is usually 3 to 10 times that due to

changes in bond length alone. Hence, if charges are either formed or

destroyed during the rupture of a silicon-oxygen bond in glass, electro-

static effects in the glass during crack growth will have to be

considered.
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In order to model the effect of environment on a fission reaction

in glass, a procedure similar to that used by Wiederhorn, Fuller and

Thomson^ ^ is employed. The procedure models the crack tip as an

ellipse and uses the stress at the major axis of the ellipse, calculated

from the Inglis relation, as the driving force for the chemical

reaction. The crack tip stress then replaces pressure as the thermo-

dynamic parameter usually used to discuss chemical reactions. The crack

tip stress is of course a negative pressure. The effect of charge

formation is then treated by elementary solvation theory: the

charged atoms or molecules formed during the reaction being approximated by

charged conducting spheres; the medium surrounding the reacting species

being treated as a continuum with a dielectric constant, e. For the

fission of a silicon-oxygen bond during crack growth in glass, positive

and negative charges are assumed to form on the silicon and oxygen

atoms respectively as they are separated. This assumption that a full

unit of charge develops during the activated state is based on the work

of Akmed et al.,^^ who reported charge fomation on silicon and oxygen

atoms during the crushing of silica glass. Suggestions of charge

formation during fracture were also made in earlier glass literature.

The procedure used in the present paper to estimate the electro-

static component of the activation volume differs somewhat from that

used by Wiederhorn, Fuller and Thomson, in that the reacting species

(the oxygen and the silicon) are assumed to lie at a stressed surface

of the glass. This assumption is necessary in order to evaluate the

effect of environment on the reacting species. Furthermore, we assume
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that the electrostatic component of the activation volume (or activation

free energy) is entirely the result of charging the oxygen and silicon

atoms during the fission process. Finally, we assume that the reaction

is sufficiently slow that the static component of the dielectric

constants can be used to estimate the electrostrictive processes at the

crack tip, and that both the glass and the environment at the crack tip

can be treated as a continuum. These last two assumptions are usually

made to treat the kinetics of chemical reactions in liquids .

^

A schematic diagram of the model used in the present paper to

account for the electrostatic component of the activation volume is

given in Figure 11. Charges are assumed to form at a flat interface

during the reaction. Each Si and 0 atom in the activated state is

assumed to react independently with the glass and the surrounding

environment during the fission reaction. This assumption is often

made in evaluating the electrostatic component of the activation

volume and tends to neglect dipole or quadrupole effects on reaction

rate. The configuration shown in Figure 11 was chosen because

electrostatic effects of the dielectric fluid on the rupture process

are easily estimated from this model. The model does not take into

account effects that result from curvature of the crack near the

crack tip or stearic hinderance due to limits in the dimensions of

the crack near its tip. It is assumed that the change in free energy,

AG^^, when a charge forms at the interface can be estimated by the energy

required to charge conducting spheres of radius, r_ . and r , equal to the
D X L/

radius of the silicon and oxygen atoms (0.04 and 0.14 nm) respectively.

Each atom is assumed to develop a full unit of charge as rupture occurs,
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a positive charge for the silicon atom and a negative charge for the

oxygen atom. The free energy of formation of each charged atom,

*
is given by:

AG = (N e^/r)/(e +e„) (l3)
GS M

per mole of charge formed for each ion. N is Avogadro's constant, and

and are the dielectric constants of the glass and the liquid

respectively.

The electrostatic component of the activation volume for the reac-

tion is determined from equation 13, using the relation, = 8AG^^/9P,

where P is the press'ure that constrains the chemical reaction. When the

reaction occirrs at the surface of the glass, this press'ure is equal to

the negative of the crack tip stress. Hence for a chemical reaction

constrained by a pressure, P, the activation volume is given by:

AV^s = (N^ e^/r) 31n r/3P - ( e^+e2)"^3£i/9P] (l^)

for each ion. The derivation of equation (lU) is based on the assumption

that the pressure is applied only to the glass, hence the partial

derivative is taken only with regaurd to e^. Equation 1^+ can be -written

in terms of the bulk modulus B:

AVes = (N^ e^/r)[(3B)”^(e^+£2)"^ - ( e^+£2)"^3e^/9P] ( 15 )

*
This equation is derived in Appendix B.
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From equation 15, we note that the electrostatic contribution to the

activation volume depends on four parameters: the size of the

electrostatic charge formed during the reaction; the value of the bulk

modulus; the value of the dielectric constants ( and e^) and the

partial derivative of the dielectric constant with regard to the applied

pressure. As. already mentioned, equation 15 neglects any dipole, or

quadrupole contributions to The partial derivative of with

regard to P is usually negative for solids; however, some positive values

have been measured.^^ » 30 yhen 9e^/3P is negative, then the activation

volume is positive. However when 9e^/3P is positive, the activation

volume, AV , can be positive or negative depending on the size of the
6 S

two terms in the square brackets. Finally, the dependence of AV on
0 s

environment depends primarily on the dielectric constant, e^, of the

environment

.

Crack growth data can be compared with the electrostrictive model

for crack growth by plotting AV , the total activation volume (equation

9), as a function of AV , the electrostatic portion of the activation
es

-t

volume. It is worth noting that AV determined from equation 9 contains

both the stretching and the electrostatic components of the activation

volume. For crack growth studies conducted on soda-lime-silica glass in

different environments, is expected to depend primarily on the

dielectric constant of the fluid at the crack tip. For fluids that have

a high dielectric constant (i.e. water, formamide) AV is expected to
0 s

be small, and as a consequence, the value obtained for AV^will be due

primarily to stretching of the Si-0 bonds by the applied forces. For
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environments that have low dielectric constants (i.e. alkanes, vacuum)

AV will he large and AV will contain components due both to electro-
es

static interactions and to stretching. Fig\ire 12 presents a plot of AV

*
as a fixnction of AV . Despite the experimental scatter, a correlation

6 S

between AV and AV is apparent from the figure. The figure
0 s

demonstrates a definite dependence of crack growth data on the

dielectric constant of the test media, and as such lends support to

the idea that electrostatic interactions between the environment and

the highly strained bonds at the crack tip influence crack growth. The

scatter of the data in Figure 12, illustrates the difficulty of

obtaining accurate values of the slope of the v-K^ data in region III,

especially when the slopes are high, as they are in alkanes, nitrogen

gas, and vacuum. Further confirmation of the theory will require the

development of more accurate methods of determining the slope of crack

growth curves. These techniques should then be applied to crack growth

The authors coiild find no values of 8e^/9p in the literature for

soda-lime-silica glass. The value of 3e^/3P (-9.T2 x 10 Pa

used for Figure 12 was obtained by Colwell^® on an alkali containing

glass made at the National Bureau of Standards. The fluid dielectric

constants and the slopes, b, of the crack growth cirrves used for

Figure 12 are given in Table 2

.
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studies in low dielectric constant liquids, <8, where electrostatic

effects are expected to be greatest. Furthennore , a variety of glasses

and single phase ceramics should be studied to evaluate the effect of

9e^/3P on crack growth data.

5 . Summary

This paper presents the results of a series of studies to determine

the effect of water and a variety of organic liquids on crack growth in

soda-lime-silica glass. Throughout the paper the crack growth process

is viewed as a chemical reaction and the data are interpreted in terms

of chemical reaction rate theory. In the presence of a chemically

active environment, rupture of the Si-0 bonds of the glass network is

viewed as a fission reaction in which Si-0 bonds, strained by the crack

tip stresses, are cleaved by the chemical environment. In the absence

of a chemical reaction between the glass and the environment the fission

reaction occurs as a result of a stress induced cleavage of the Si-0

bonds of the glass network structure. The three regions of crack growth,

observed in crack growth studies are interpreted in terms of reaction

rate theory.

In region I, crack growth in organic liquids is the result of a

chemical reaction between the active component in the environment

(usually H2O) and the glass; the rate of growth is controlled by the

chemical potential of the active component. This finding confirms those

of earlier studies and is consistent with the chemical reaction rate
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theory of crack growth. In region II the rate of crack growth is

determined by diffusion of the reactant to the crack tip. We show

that crack growth in region II is not controlled by the chemical potential

of the reactant, but by its concentration. Using the Stokes-Einstein

relation for the diffusivity, a linear relation is obtained between

the crack velocity and the ratio of the concentration of water to

the viscosity of the organic fluid. Finally in our discussion of

crack growth in region III, we Introduce the idea that electrostrictive

effects at crack tips can influence the crack growth behavior of solids.

The concept of an electrostatic component to the activation volume is

commonly used by physical chemists to explain the effects of solvents

on rates of chemical reactions. In this paper, a model was developed

to quantify the effect of dielectric media on crack growth rate in glass.

The model follows classical chemical lines and has the virtue of providing

a relation between the slope of v-K^. data and the dielectric constants of

the glass and the test medium. A plot of the total activation volume

obtained from the slope of crack growth data versus the electrostatic

component of the activation volume calculated from theory, lends support

to the model and suggests that electrostrictive effects influence the

growth of cracks in glass. Despite this agreement, the approximate

nature of the model should be recognized. Further studies may show

that some variables neglected in the model are in fact important to our

understanding of region III crack growth. Clearly, additional data is

needed to fully evaluate the theory presented in this paper.
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APPENDIX A

The Effect of Viscous Flow on Crack Motion

In an earlier section of this paper, the idea that the position of

the v-K^ curves in alcohol could he explained hy viscosity effects was

rejected. In this section we develop equations that relate the crack

motion to the viscosity of the fluid at the crack tip and show why the

idea was rejected.

Assume that the crack can he represented hy a parabola that

intersects an external surface. Figure lA. The parabola is selected

because the crack has the shape of a parabola near its crack tip in

the linear elastic approximation. The crack length is equal to c, the

y-coordinate is perpendicular to the plane of the crack and the x

coordinate lies in the plane of the crack. As the crack moves along,

it sucks fluid into the crack opening, which is exposed to an infinite

reservoir of fluid at an ambient pressure, P . In order for the fluid

to flow to the crack tip, the fluid pressure decreases from the crack

opening to the crack tip. Therefore the fluid within the crack is at a

negative pressiire relative to the ambient pressiire, P . The negative
Qj

pressure loads the surface of the crack in such a way as to tend close

the crack. Thus, the closing force on the crack surface produces a

negative stress intensity factor, K which opposes the positive, applied
P

stress intensity factor, K , that is driving the crack to propagate.

A-l



To calculate the decrease in pressure from the crack opening to the

crack tip, and to estimate the negative stress intensity factor, we

assume that the coordinate system is fixed to the crack tip. Then the

crack surface appears to recede from the crack tip at a velocity v^,

which is also the velocity of the crack. The half width of the crack,

y^, is determined hy the standard (plane strain) fracture mechanics

relation for the displacement in the vicinity of a crack that is subject

to a stress intensity factor (see, for example. Ref. 34)

= [2K^(1-v)/G]^(x/2tt) (1A)

where G is the shear modulus of the solid and v is Poisson's ratio.

The stress intensity factor, K^, therefore describes the stresses and

displacements at the crack tip and has to be equal to the sum of and

K : K = K + K . This approach to the crack tip stresses is similar
p I a p

to the approach used by Barenblatt^^ in his discussion of crack tip

forces.

At any distance, x, from the crack tip, the pressure drop across a

section, dx, of the crack is given by the Poiseille flow equation for a

parallel sided channel;

V = (l/3ri) (dP/dx) y
^ (2A)

o o

where ri is the viscosity of the fluid in the crack. As noted by

Batchelor, this approximation is valid provided the slope of the
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walls of the channel change slowly with distance along the channel.

Substituting equation lA into equation 2A and integrating the pressure

drop from a point within the crack to the crack mouth, the following

equation is obtained for the pressiure, P, at any point within the

channel

:

P = P + 6irv n [G/2K (l-v)]^ In (x/c) (3A)
a o 1

Note that as the position x approaches the crack tip (i.e. x -> o), large

negative press\rres occur within the fluid.

The negative stress int.ensity factor, K , that resiolts from the
P

reduction of pressure within the crack can be calculated from a standard

equation for a two dimensional crack within a solid that is subject to

an applied stress a(x):

K = 2 (c/7r)^/2 f a(x’) dx'/[c^-(x’ (4a)
^

*b

where x' = c-x measures the distance from the crack mouth.

The stress a(x*) at any point on the crack surface is determined

from the difference between the pressure within the crack and the

external pressure: o(x’

)

= P - P . Note from 3A that a(x'

)

is a
3.

negative quantity, as it should be for a closing force on the crack tip.

Substituting the equation for a(x') into equation hA and integrating,^^

the following equation is obtained for K :



K = -1.5 (TTln2 + kc) V T] [G/K^(l-v]^
p o 1

= -8.76 V^n [G/K^(l-v)]^ (5A)

where C = 0.915966 is Catalan's constant.

For a constant crack length, c, K depends only on the crack
P

velocity, v^, and the crack tip stress intensity factor, K^; since

is a slowly varying function of v^ for ceramic materials, depends

primarily on v^.

Normally when a v-K curve is determined experimentally, it is K
-L £i

that is measured and presented as a plotting parameter. As long as

is small, the v-K curve and the v-K curve will be indistinguishable.
X di

However when K becomes large relative to K , the experimental curve
P 3.

will diverge from the "true" v-K^ ciorve. This occurs when part of the

applied load is transferred from the specimen to the fluid within the

crack. The range of velocities over which this occurs can be calculated

by evaluating equation 5A and comparing it with crack tip stress

intensity factor. As shown in Table lA, where P-P and K are calculated
a p

as a function of velocity for water, the transition range over which

these viscous effects are important occur over a relatively narrow range

of crack velocities. The data in Table lA are plotted in Figure 2A to

give a predicted v-K curve. We note that the curve bends over rather
Si
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sharply, over a velocity range of about two orders of magnitude.

Behavior of this type has been observed for water by Schonert et al.^

and by Michalske and Frechette for water and for methyl alcohol.

Since the shape of the curves observed in the present paper are not

similar to those obtained for the alcohols in region III, we conclude

that viscous effects of the crack tip fluid played little if any role

in the present experiments, thus justifying o\ir statements in section

U.3.
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APPENDIX B

Electrostatic Energy of a Charged Sphere
on a Dielectric Interface

The model used in section ^+.3 to describe the region III crack growth

behavior relates the change in free energy during the crack-tip fission

reaction to the electrostatic energy required to charge a conducting sphere

embedded on a dielectric interface (see Figure 12). In this appendix we

derive an expression for this electrostatic energy.

In a linear dielectric medium, the electrostatic energy of a system

of charges is related to the electric field E that they produce by the

relation:^®

where e is the dielectric constant and the volume integral is over all

space. Accordingly, the problem reduces to finding the electric field E,

or its scalar potential <J), since then E = - V$, and integrating the results

according to Eq. (IB).

The electrostatic potential $ is determined as a solution of Poisson's

equation:

W
es

(IB)

V^<J) = - (2B)
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vhere x is the charge density. The boundary conditions for the present

problem require: (l) that the surface of the conducting sphere is at a

constant potential; (2) that the displacement field, eE, normal to the

sphere is equal to Utt times the surface charge density; (3) that the

surface charge density integrated over the surface of the sphere is Q;

and (4) that the tangential components of E is continuous across all

boundaries. Rather than solve Eq. (2B) directly, we note that a solution

of Poisson's equation is unique when the potential is specified on all

closed conducting surfaces (Dirchlet boundary conditions), as in the

present problem. Thus, if we obtain a solution by any means, we have

the unique solution.

A solution to the present problem is obtained from the electrostatic

potential of a point charge Q embedded on a planar interface between to

• ^ ft

two semi-infinite dielectrics. This solution:

$(R)
2Q

(^2 ^ 1
^^

(3B)

has spherical equipotential surfaces and hence gives the proper form of

the solution for distance greater than the radius r of the conducting

sphere (i.e., R>r). Inside the sphere the potential is constant:

2Q

( £2
for R"^ r (4b)
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The electric field vector is given by the negative of the gradient of the

potential, and only has a radial component since the potential is

spherically symmetric:

1

0 , for R<r

2Q

( , for r<R (5B)

It is easy to verify that this solution satisfies the remaining boundary

conditions

.

The electrostatic energy required to charge the conducting sphere is

obtained by integrating Eq. (5B) in Eq. (IB):

W = -^ / E^ d^R +
^

^ dielectric 2
'2 ^ '

8tt/
dielectric 1

"2 (6b)

In section U.3 the charge Q is taken to be a full unit of electronic

charge, Q = e.
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Table 1: Viscosity, Water Concentration and Relative Humidity of Alcohols
used in Region II Crack Growth Study.

Alcohol Viscosity Water Concentration Percent Relation

( Pa • s

)

(mol/liter) Humidity

Butyl 3.13 X 10"^ 9.2 100

Amyl 3.^6 X 10 ^ U.08 100

Hexyl 3.95 X 10"^ 3.0U 100

Heptyl 5.16 X 10"^ 2.52 100

Octyl 6.31 X 10"^ 1.13 50

Decyl 10.99 X 10”^ 1.68 100

Ethyl (ifO
-3*

1.1 X 10 0.555 7

Butyl (0.2^)
-3*

2.95 X 10 0.111 5

Butyl il%)
-3*

2.95 X 10 0.555 21

Butyl
-3*

2.95 X 10
^

2.78 70

The viscosities of the partially saturated ethyl and butyl alcohols
were assiuned to be equal to the pure alcohols at 20 C.



Table 2: A comparison of the slopes, b, of crack growth data with the

dielectric constant, e^, of the test medium. All crack growth
measurements were made on soda-lime-silica glass; slopes were
determined from an empirical fit to the equation: v = v exp

bKj/RT.
°

Test Dielectr;
Medium Constant

Formamide 109

Water 78

Acetonitrile 39

Methanol 33

Hexanol 13.3

Heptanol 12.2

Octanol 10.3

Decanol 8.0

Trichloroethylene 3.4

Slope, b Test
MKS units Method

0.168 D.C.B.

0.111 D.C.B. , ref. 31

0.232 Double Torsion

0.182 . Double Torsion
0.169 Double Torsion

0.223 D.C.B. , ref. 33

0.283 D.C.B. , ref. 33

0.228 D.C.B. , ref. 33

0.240 D.C.B. , ref. 33

0.252 Double Torsion
0.391 Double Torsion

0.463 D.C.B.

Alkanes 2

Heptane 2

Nitrogen 1

1

0.488 D.C.B., ref. 32

0.361 Double Torsion
0.772 Double Torsion
0.724 D.C.B. , ref. 32

0.636 Double Torsion
0.542 Double Torsion
0.823 D.C.B., ref. 1

0.88 D.C.B. , ref. 6Vacuum



Table lA. Effect of viscous forces on crack motion calculated from
equations 3A and 5A. The pressure is calculated for a 1 mm
crack at a distance of 1 ym from the crack tip. (G = 28 GPa,

V = 0 . 2h and n = 1 mPa»s)

Crack Velocity

(m/s) (mPa*m

P - P
a

(mPa)

K
P 1/

(mPa*m^)

1
—11

orHOo
1

—1 0.570 -13.6 -0.205

5.72 X 10"^ 0.560 - 8.1 -0.122

2.63 X 10"^ 0.543 - 3.9 -0.059

1.20 X 10"^ 0.530 - 1.9 -0.028

5.25 X 10"^ 0.505 - 0.91 -o.olU

2 .k 0 X 10"^ O.U90 - 0.4I1 -0.007

oo1
orHXoo

1
—1 O.U70 -0.20 -0.003





T T

Figure 1 Effect of relative humidity on crack growth in soda-lime-

silica glass (ref. l).



Figure 2

STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR, Kj, MPa-m'^2

Crack propagation in ethyl alcohol containing vater. The
concentration of vater is expressed in volume percent.



Figure 3 Crack propagation in butyl alcohol containing water . The

concentration of water is expressed in volume percent.



Figure U . Crack grovth rate in region I as a function of relative

humidity. Data are taken from figures 2 and 3j^at an

applied stress intensity factor of 0.563 MPa-m .



PERCENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY

Figure 5. Crack growth rate in region II as a function of relative
humidity. The data was taken from figures 2 and 3 using
the plateau values of the velocity and relative humidities
calculated from the concentration using thermodynamic data
reported in references 7 and 8.
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50 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80

Stress intensity Factor, Kj, MPa-m''^*

Figure 6. Crack growth data on soda-lime-silica glass collected "by

the double torsion technique (relaxation method) in
alcohols. With the exception of the octyl alcohol, all
alcohols were fiilly saturated. The octyl alcohol was '''50

percent saturated.
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Stress intensity Factor,

K|, MPa-m’^^

Figure 8. Region III crack growth data collected on silica glass
(CT9^0) by the double cantilever beam technique (constant
moment method )

.
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Stress Intensity Factor,

K|, MPa-m^^^
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Stress Intensity Factor,
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Stress Intensity Factor,

K|, MPa-m^/2

Figure 9. Region III crack grovth data collected on soda-lime-silica
glass ty the double torsion technique (plateau method) in
dry nitrogen gas and in methyl alcohol, decyl alcohol and
heptane

.



Concentration/Viscosity

3
(Kg-moles/m /Pa*s)

Concentration/Viscosity

(g-moles/l/Poise)

Figure 10. Plot of the crack velocity in region II as a functionof
the ratio of the molar concentration to the viscosity.
Crack growth data on the alcohols taken from figures 2, 3

and 6.
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Dielectric Glass

o
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Figure 11. Schematic of model used to determine the electrostatic
component of the activation volume.



Electrostatic Component of Activation Volume,

AVgg, cm^/mol

Figure 12. Plot of the total activation volume (.eq. 9) as a function
of the electrostatic component of the activation volume
(eq. 15). The value of 3e-/3P (-9.72 x lO” ^ Pa~M was taken
from data by Colwell^® collected on an alkali containing glass
made at NBS. Double cantilever beam data are indicated by
circles, double torsion data by triangles. Data taken from
the literature are identified by reference numbers on the
figure. ACN is an abreviation for acetonitrile; FMD is an
abbreviation for formamide; TCE is an abbreviation for
trichlorethylene. The other chemical symbols are standard
chemical designations.



Pa

Figure lA: Schematic diagram of parabolic shaped surface crack.



Stress Intensity Factor, MPa-m^'^^

Figure 2A: Calculated effect of fluid viscosity on v-K^ curve: soda-
lime-silica glass in water. The portion of the curve is

linear extrapolation of data collected at velocities less
than 10 m/s.
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